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Stern is Retained,
Lawrence is Waiting
What could be the final chapter in the
drawn-out controversy over retention of
Stern and Lawrence was written by
Wednesday of last week.
Stern had received from President Sachs
word that he wou ld receive an unrestricted
contract fo r next year, and Lawrence was
still waiting.
In the Stern case, that committee, after
many hours of deli berati on had sent to
President Sachs a relatively strong-worded
stafement, recommend ing his retention.
That reco mmendati on was reprinted on our
front cover last June 25.
In response, Pre_sident Sachs ag(eed with
the committee's findings, as expressed in his
letter to Stern :

Corey's
corner

Sincerely,
Jerome M. Sachs,
President
In the Lawrence case, the committee did
not release so detailed a statement, merel y
reportin g that it had fe lt there was a vi olation of academic freedom, and that Lawrence should be retained. The vote was 5-3.
President Sachs then wrote a further note
to the co mmittee requesting a clarification:
To: The Dr. Lawrence Ad Hoc Hearing
Committee
Dr. Joseph Beaver, Chairman

Summertime blues, greens, spots, blurbs, leftovers, and ramblings:
My friends! There are no friends. ---Aristotle (384-322 B.C., student of Plato and teach- ·
er of Alexander the Great)
If a sixteen-week course of study is a trimester, is an eight-week ~ourse a se xmester?
Everyone searching fo r just a litt[e happiness:
The hard people. And the soft people.
The people working in school , and the worldy people working outside.
And the people who avoid work, in order to spend more time seeking happiness.
Parents and their children. Children and their friends.
Each group of friends and their enemies.
The day people and the night people. The "beautiful people" and those who have to try
harder, being relegated by society. All searching for the comfortable estate of folfilled
desires and predictable futures .

From: President Sachs

Dear Dr. Stern:
Date: June 25, 1969
I have studied the June 24 Summary ·
Striving to buy happiness, find happiness, or trade for it: an amorphous timelessness that
Statement of the Hearing Committee. Only
In response to your memo of June 24, I
one of the statements made is positive and can only say_that the vote is interesting, but can only be earned, discovered, and shared.
pertinentto the issue. In the opinion of the not in any way responsive to the charge.
Dave Meissner and Les Palmer, of the pool hall and library staff irrespectively, wanted
committee, the vote of
Brandzel was
If there was a violation of academic freeto see their names in print. So here they are. Dave Meissner. Lester Palmer.
valid and thus the departmental vote was dom, who was responsible?
Forget about flouridated water, Nike missiles, and millions of hippie students as being
favorable .
What evidence do you present to prove
The other statements are either proce- th!lt there was such a violation? A split vote the greatest threat to the American Way of Life. It's the ball-point pen.
Only on the market for twenty-five years or so, they have already driven the fountain
dural for the committee, irrelevant to the on a vague motion does not constitute
issue or equivocal. The first three state- proof. If you submit such proof, then I must types into hiding. And the nineteen cent plastic miracles pose the biggest threat to our
ments are procedural, the last being merely ask those who made the original decision society.
They have been accepted in every branch of work, where only Shaeffer and Parker
a restatement from my request to the Senate for their evidence. Since the burden of
for a Hearing Committee. The statements proof is on Dr. Lawrence, I must assume . previously dared tread. Unbeknownst to the multitudes of iibrarians, secretaries, students
on teaching ability .and qualifications are that you can present persuasive evidence to and newspapermen, at some date as yet undetermined, they will all clog and seemingly
refuse to write--even though the transparent shaft will designate it to be at least half full.
not relevant to the primary issue. The third me to support your vote.
Ca1,1sing this massive clog-in will be the tiny air holes two-thirds up from the point which
statement by the committee specifies the
The Lawrence hearing committee, which are actually sensitive to certain atmospheric pressure changes controllable by sonic booms.
two questions to which it addressed itself.
The administration did not call students to had theoratically ceased its function with When the populace is sufficiently pre-conditioned, the damaging blast will be sounded.
testify mainly because students. comments the delivery of its recommendation, met ip • Hordes of people--upwards of200 million-will scour stationary stores, bookstores, and the
on your teaching were not pertinent al- _one final session last Monday, in order to nearest five and ten for cartridge pens, pencils, and crayons.
_ Only those who can strap the ball-point pens to ice skates or have the facilities to drive
though this decision was also influenced by draft a response to the President. The com.· the fact that the complaining students had mittee emphasized in its opening statement them through boards will be able to communicate .
..He's a great guy to have around. Everything he touches turns to pyrite. "The time has
asked that their complaints be kept con- that there was no requirement in the AAUP
fidential and indicated that they were afraid guidelines, which ruled the hearings, which come," the Walrus said, "to talk of many things: of shoes and ships and sealingwax-of
to testify. The statement on political sup- required hearing committees to publish rea- cabbages and kings. And why the sea is boiling hot, and whether pigs have wings." - Lewis
Carroll, Ibid., Chapter IV
pression was negative in its fi rst part and sons for its findings.
FINIS
There was, however, a statement atcompletely equivocal in its second part.
I have been informed of some unsubstan- tached, in which an attempt was made to
tiated statements that were made without outline its findings. The committee pointed
any attempt to prove them and that these out that it had gone deeper than the apparmay have been accepted as fact when evi- ent conflict between Goldberg (adminisdence to the contrary could have been ob- tration) and Stern, and into the ' basic contained. I do not faul t the committee for this, flict between Callicounis (language departThere are fewer undergraduate fresh- had not submitted their papers by the renone ofus has much e /{perience with hear- ment) and Stern. There, evidently, they
men to be around in September," quired date, or· were not planning to
ings, but I want to make it clear that my had found an infringement on academic
fin al judgment was not based on such evi- freedom.
explained Don Baumgartner, of the request monies this year.
President Sachs had received his copy of
dence.
Student Fees Allocations Committee,
Amt. Requested
On the basis then of the interpretation of the document by Wednesday afternoon ,
1969-1970
"and there will be more graduate students, CLUB NAME
900.00
departmental voting rights by the Hearing and had not released a further statement by
Aikido Club
who don't pay activity fees".
. 5,925.49
Committee, I am accepting the recommen- press time. It was not known by Thursday
This, in a nutshell, seems to summarize Anthropos
dation that you be offered a standard, un- whether or not Lawrence would be offered
' 2,250.00
the dilemma of the Committee this year. Asian Affairs
contract, as was Stern.
restricted, probationary contract for 1970. an unrestricJed
900.00
Coupled with the fact requests from Assemblage Art Club
/
21,703.00
campus organizations are up over $70,000 Athletics, Varsity
940.00
this year, the total money available (ap- Biology Club
7,100.00
proximately $150,000) will never stretch Black Caucus
10, 100.00
without substantial reductions in some Black Heritage
Bolling
3,400.00
budgets.
1,315.00
Baumgartner broke the requests down Boxing
Bugg House Square
6,375.00
into four basic categories:
3314 W. FOSTER AVENUE• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60625
740.00
Athletics .. . . . . ........ . . . ....... $21, 703 Chamber Orchestra
644.00
Student Entertainment ... . . . . .$72,472 Cheerleaders
WEEklY SPECIAL
1,200.00
Student Publications .... . ..... $42,794 Chemistry
HOU.RS:
STEREO L.P.'S - $3.19
Chess and Checker Club
STEREO
L.P.'S
BY
740.00
Clubs
.
............
.
.........
...
$130,900
DAILY 10-6
8-TRACK TAPES -$5.50
1,895.00
Following is a comprehensive list of Chorus
POPULAR ARTISTS
MON.
AND
FRI.
TOP 40 45'5 .69
0 .00 ·
those clubs which had submitted budgtts Circle of Contem. Thought
10 - 9
ONLY$241
for this year. These with no request either
· (Cont'd on page 10)
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FEES COMMITTEE FACES
HANG~UP OVER TIGHT MONEY

THE FLIP.SIDE
PHONE: 478-1490

Our thanks to Flip Side for donating thi• week's prizes
Now TWO
• •GIANT

locations- -NORTH & OtD TOWN

HAMBURGERS••

Casual and Cozy

ROARING FIREPLACE
ISi .20 VALUE I
WITH EVERY ORDER
OVER $6.00. OFFER
r,ooD ONL y WITH
THIS COUPON.
OFFER EXPIRES
AUG . 31 , 1969

IARIECUE RIIS
To eat h"'• or take out

Bratwurst & other "great"
Charcoal Broiled Items
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
Open from lunch till 2 A.M .
7 days a.week
2741 W . Howard St . 973 -0990
1447 N . Wells

664-2393

HOURS

Mon. Through Thurs .
11 AM to 12 :30 AM

Friday
11 :30 AM to 1:30 AM
Saturday
4 PM to 2 :30 AM

S SIZES OF PIZZA

I ,

Sunday
2 PM to 12:30 AM

• BAR B Q'D .BACK RIBS
• CHICKEN - SHRIMP

VISIT OUR IEAUTIFUL
DINING ROOM

• SPAGHETTI - ITALIAN SANDWICHES
• RIBS - BOX CHICKEN

• DELIVERED OVEN HOT

OPEH FOR LUHCH
MOH. THRU FRI.

2714' W . Peterson Ave.,
Chgo.

RO •-35S5
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BERLINGER ON
FACULTY SENATE
Since, fundamentally, I am in agreement with what I consider to be the meaning of the statement of W c1lter Lippman
that is qu9t~d_at the head of the editorial
colu mn in Print, I would like to respond
to the "imperfections " that are present in
the articl~ril-rd ; the editorial in the June
25 , 1969 issue of Print that refer to the
suppos ed Machiavellian aims of the
Faculty _Sen·a te, with the hope that some
semblance of the truth will emerge. The
facts are as follow s:
l . The students were not suddenly expelled as obser vers. At the close of the
meeting of June I 0 , 1969, Mr. Byron was
informed that because of a motion passed
by the Faculty Senate (October I 0, l 967),
non-members of the Senate could not attend Senate meeti ngs except by invitation
from the Senate (non-me mbers include
Administration, Faculty, and Students).
The present chairman was unaware of this
motion. When he was informed of it, he
had no choice but to implement it. Thus,
one week before the special meeting of _
June 17, 1969, when the students were
asked to leave, Mr. Bryon knew of the
Senate by-law. Also, prior to the latter
meeting, Mr. Byron and a representative
of Print (in a phone call to the chairman
of the Faculty Senate), were informed that
the- docu~nt, in which they assumed
their Qresence at Senate meetings was
specified, was· a proposed Constitution
that was never in effect.
2. Prior to the meeting of June 17,
1969, · the students were informed that a
request from them to the Faculty Senate
for a new consideration of the principle
of open versus closed meetings would be
presented to the Senate without delay. The
request has been received from the president of the Student Senate and the process
for presentation to the Faculty Senate is
being implemented.
3. With respect to the statement, " It
is interesting to point out that in the June
l 0th meeting of the Faculty Senate the
agenda was shoved aside and Dr. Berlinger inserted President Sachs before the
meeting.", the fac t is that no member of
the College Community, including Presid e nt Sachs, has a ppea red before the

Faculty Senate without prior invitation
from the Senate or prior request from the
individual concerned. At the meeting of
June 10th, Dr. Sachs spoke on ly after the
meeting was formally begun , and spoke
concerning a major issue before the
Senate.
The F a culty Senate has absolute ly
nothing to hide nor to ashamed of, e xcept
perhaps, in the latter case, a long list of
agenda items that are being resolved, in
the opinion of some colleagues, too slowly. In the light of the resolution of the
case of Dr. Stern, the remark attributed
to Mr. Steve Mandell would appear to be
espcially unfortunate. The Minutes of every meeting of the Faculty Senate are available in the Library for the information of
every member of the College Community.
Presently, a copy of each set of Minutes is
being forwarded to the president of the
Student Senate.
4. With respect to the editorial opinion
concerning the "the strong reprimand
against the administration", if should be
pointed out unequivocally that the Senate
statement referred only to the procedures
that were used in making the decision to
change the Foreign Language requirements. The state ment of the Faculty
Senate was made in order to · protect the
traditional ri ghts of the Faculty to have
primary responsibil ity in the establishment of educational policy. As students
may become more and more involved in
such decisions, that statement can function in the same way for them. The
abrogation of due process in college
governance can affect the total college
community in an equally adverse manner.
5. The day before the June 25th issue
of Print, Mr. Wiszowaty, president of the
Student Senate, did appear before the
Faculty Senate to make a plea for a
College Community Consitution.

,..:.

-
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CHARKOVSKY
ON HIS T.C.
Editor:
placed on the faculty of NlSC starting
First of all I wish to thank you, Mike in September 1966.
Gilmore and all the members of staff of • As a ·gentleman (which r hope I am)
the PRINT for a fine job of journalism. I offer enough period of time for Dr.
Freedom of the press in its preservation Wenzlaff to apologize_ for this innuendo
thereof is the important issue. Keep up which is a defamation of my character.
the good job. Congratu lations to all of If he does not comply with my request
you.
for an apology within two weeks by way
In the present controversy over me r of a letter to the PRINT, I shall take this
am also most grateful to all the students issue beyond the boundaries of Brywn
who have petitioned for me to be he,e Mawr and St. Louis A venues and the
in this college on tenure. r appreciate .this Bohemian National Cemetary.
very much.
I am a former employee (not as a music
In retracing the ,material from the first critic) for the Chicago Tribune, Chicago
letter [ received from Dr. Goldberg dated Sun-Times, Chicago Daily News, and the
November 27, 1968 , concerning a former Chicago American now called Todepartmenta·l meeting, without my pres- day. [t is a policy among newspaper peoence or course, a meeting which I am con- pie to have this element called trust. This
vinced neve r took place, has now been is something I fail to find in certain
narrowed down to two people. Dr. R.D. segments of the academic world. Two
Wenzlaff and myself. As Sherlock Holmes weeks are sufficie nt time from the date
would sa y , " Elementary my Dear of publication of this letter for D r.
Watson. "
Wenzlaff to make proper apology to me
In the Wednesday, June 25, 1969, issue in the PRINT. If not the e xposure in the
of the PRINT, Dr. Wenzlaff and I were daily pre ss w-ould b e to quot e the
both interviewed (separately of course) character on the Rowan and Martin
about our points of view. Again I com- Laugh In show who says " Verry
mend all of you for this practice of free- Interesting."
, _
_
do m of. the press by getti og and printing__ . -Aga-i·rt rv-all of you good people on staff
,;tll po;n;li of_~.ew. of the PRINT. Do not let anyone tell you
Dr. Wenzlaff made a statement abou t information is to be confidential. This
me being replaced by a more diversified already shows element of dictatorship. As
person. He has the right to say thaf if a real professional musician the highest
he fee ls that way. My retort. to that state- word of praise I know to all of you is
ment is that people who live in glass Bravo!
houses should not throw stones.
Keep those presses rolling.
I quote only a portion -of a statement
By the way regarding the headline
Dr. Wenzlaff made in this June 25, 1969, about my biting the dust. With your kind
issue of the PRINT. "Those whom I permission, I have not as yet bitten the
trust." Dr. Wenzlaff has known me since dust, I just fell.off the horse.
1950. This shows this is a period of nineteen years. He also approved of my being
Thank you kindly,Willis Charkovsky

RONSAIET
IS GRATEFUL

Finally, I wou ld like to suggest that
truth will emerge from free reporting and
In the midst of a week filled with news,
free discussion when that re porting and we appreciate the PRINT's taking time and
discussion does not include partial truths, space for an article on the Television Desophistries, and conclusions not based partment. We like to think that we are capupon comple.t e and true factual informa- able . enough and enthusiastic enough to
tion?
handle unusual or urgent television
requests . We would also like to add that the
story was well written.

WENZLAFFON
CHARKOVSKY

TO: Editor, PRINT
Since Mr. Charkovsky has seen fit to release what would normally
be considered confidential correspondence, (PRINT, June 25) does
it not seem that he neglected to release the attached letter to complete
the story?
-Dr. Wenzlaff
(Chairman, Music dep't.)
Dr. Robert Goldberg
Vice President and Dean of Facu lty
Northeastern Illinois State College
Bryn Mawr and St. Louis Avenues
Chicago, Illinois 60625
Dear Dr. Goldberg:
In reference to your first letter sent to me dated November 27°, 1968, concerning a·contract to be on staff in Northeastern Illinoi s State College, Department of Music, I graciously accept your offer of a contract from September 1969 through June J 970.
Yours truly ,
Wil lis C harkovsky

We hope the article served to introduce
more NISC students and faculty to the presence of Television on campus and the possibilities of its utilization.
Thank you for your recognition.
Ronald A. Saiet, Television

·The :\ortlu·i1slt·1·11 - · .- ·

9 PRINT
Here it is, t he first bi weekly issue of North
eastern's attempt to end oppression and help the
starving masses. Our paper is mode of flour and
wa ter, a nd ,;.,hen mixed with a few spices ond a
little wine makes a rea lly great casserole. (Bake
at 3
at 350° for abou t 1 hour, until go lden brown).
·Here's wha t you've all been · woiting for the
winner in ou r lates t, newest, and most exciting
PRINT staff b ox contest ever! After careful con
side rat ion and muc h d ebate, the winner is Ellen
Lorentzen . Eve n thou g h we had to disqualify four
dis loya l voters, the fina l vote w o , 1 0 in fa vo r o f
Miss Lorentzen 's letter. Congrat ula t ions! Th e runner u p is Laura Le Gronski. Winners please come down
to the PRINT office t o pick up your g ift certificates,
redeemable at The Flip Side, 331 4 W. Foster.

RUTH LIKES
STERN
As a member of Dr. Stern's Urban
Ecology I find the criticism directed against
him and his teaching methods totall y erratic.
Every student in the class has the opportunity to refute any statements Dr. Stern
presents. He has consistently asked us to
bring in material from any media that
would contradict him on any of his views.
Indeed, it is difficult to do .
I am a graduate student and could hardl y
be classified as radical or subversive, yet I
have found Dr. Stern's class to be the most
stimulating and thought provoking course I
have had since my enrollment at Northeastern .
Yo urs trul y, Ruth Racusen

Captain .., .... . .. .. • . . .. • . ... .. . . .. . Ken Davis
Purse r ... .. .... . • . . . .. . • . .. .• ... . Larry Spaeth
Ni ght W atch .. . . . . . .. . . . . •. . . . . .. Roger Bader
First Mate . . . ... . .. . • . ... ... .. . . . . Lynn Musson
Columns ....
Corey's Place . . . . .
. . .Gene Co re y
Nature Corner . .. ... . . .. . . .. ... . .... . .. RHB
Wi re less Express ... . • . . . .. .... .. Hal Bluethm an
Staff sychic .. .. .. . ... . . . ... .. .. .M ondo Crypto
Mondo Crypto . . ... . . . .... . .Gary-Da le Stockmann
Ch ief Petty Officer . . .
. . .Connie M cNee ly
Alumni . . . . . .
. . .. . ..... Murray W einer,
'
Dean Polachek
M ess . .. . . . . . . . . • • . . . ..• . .. .. .. Mi ckey Sagrillo
Flotsam . . ... . ... . ... .• •. . . . . Dr. Les Klu g, PhD.
Jetsam . . .. ......... ... . . . . .. . . . .. .. Ron Saiet
Potential Trainee .. ....• . . . . • . . ... .Andy Ze lasko
PRINTce. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .......Jim Foley
PRINTcess . ... . . ... . . ..... .. . .. Laura le Gronski
Sponsor :for two weeks runnin g (maybe ). . . . . . . .
... . ....... .. . . . . ...... . .. .. .. . Robert N . Paine
Vacationing Sp on ~or . .. • .. .. . E.M . Liebow, Esq.
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llms1GHT .
from Ken Davis

Dr. Berlinger, President of the faculty senate, was quite upset last week over our editorial treatment of the faculty senate. We had said that we were quite upset last week over
their treatment of two student observers .
It's like this, Student observers have always attended faculty senate meetins. However,
seve~al moons ago the faculty senate passed a resolution barring students. For some reason ,
it was never enforced. A few weeks ago, one of the observer's seats was assigned by the
student government to a PRINT reporter. After the first report of a facutly senate meeting
appeared, an anonymous senator brought the obscure ruling to Berlinger's attention, and
he had little choice other than to accept and enforce it.
At the moment, it goes like this: A student, if he files a written request beforehand , may
be placed on the agenda to address the faculty senate, but he may, under no circumstances,
just sit and observe.
Tony Wis:;::owaty, student government President, got the machinery rolling to have this
outrageous little law repealed, and the matter is up for discussion tomorrow. There seems
to be little chance that this law will be repealed, even in the light of student pressure.
I wish there were something eloquent I could say that would convince the senate of the
need for student observers, but I'm not that clever. Instead, I wish that the senator who
brought this mess into the open would contact me, so that we could arrange a meeting. I've
always felt that a good discussion could bring out the answer to almost any problem.
In another area, some members of the student government have been pressing for a
campus community constitution, which would bring their body together with the faculty
senate under a common constitution.
Wiszowaty had addressed the senate almost two weeks ago to explain his position and he
was met with a mixed reaction . He was scheduled last week to visit a special meeting, at
which a community document would be discussed.
Nothing is needed at NISC more than this merging of bodies, and right now. T he student
government is, for the first time ever, involved with meaningful projects, and getting
involved with the t hings that matter. The faculty senate is still not truly responsive to the
needs of this campus_, but it can be. The community constitution is the first logical step.
There is no desire on my part to simply attack the faculty senate. It's not the fault of any
one member that the senate isnot tuned into the academic life at Northeastern. One of its
deepest problems is a basic c!_istrust of students, and an underestimation of their sincerity
and involvement. I think this can be resolved, but it won't be as long as we're not even
allow!!d into their secret little meeting~.

Up Against The Wall!
Liszewski Is Irked
Dear Editor:
I have always been under the impression
that a man was innocent until proven guilty.
That a man accused of any crime was
allowed to not only know what he was
charged with, but was also given the chance
to face his accusers.
It seems however, that I was mistaken. I
came to this conclusion after viewing the
"trial " of Dr . Lawrence . If the grounds for
his_.dismissal are valid or rot, I do not know .
Why are the charges no plainly stated,
why are the accusers not there to face Dr.
La_,wrence, why does the prosecution

present the final statement, and not the defense?
If it is true that Dr. Lawrence's students
do well in more advanced classes, if he does
follow the agreed upon method of instruction, agreed upon by his department, why
is he being dismissed? It couldn't be
because of his private views and ideas . No,
not in the United States, a free land. Not in a
progres,sive school like Northeastern,
where there is freedom of thought. No, that
couldn't be the .reason ...
Donald Liszewski

Thursday, June 26th, NISC students
met head-on with a prospective new N ISC
Sociology Professor,_Dr. Reed, in a frank
question-and-answer period presided over
by Dr. McCall. The meeting;-held in room
D-113 , was attended by about twenty students and also the controversial Dr. Lawrence and Dr. -Stern.
Dr. Reed, an Afro-American, was asked
many questions relating to the manner in which he would teach sociology from
Well, the committee voted in his favor!
the standpoint of racial oppression in the
-Ed
United States. Reed did not clarify his views
on this but answered that we must " look at
the community in terms of the social system." Some of the Doctor's vague replies
left the room in uneasy silence. Lisa Tytus
asked whether he thought it was valuable to
(See staff box)
look at s0<::iety in t~rms o("a working and a _
ruling class.'' -Dr: Reed replied that he preferred to see things "really not in class _
because whert - burnt -it produces white
· terms but in terms of people." When later
smoke, electing a new pope .
pressed to explain that further Dr. Reed de-Melvyn..A. Skvarla . nied that he had sa-id that America is a classc
less society but he did not elaborate on
PRINT is the world's greatest newspaper
this.
because it is the sister-in-college· to the ChiAt one point a middle-aged woman stucago Tribune
dent raised the question as to what exactly
-Ted Temkin
the· students were doing.- She then proposed
to interject into the meeting "the whole
PRINT is the world's greatest newspaper
question of academic freedom" and apparbecause it lives up to its name.
ently the question as to whether or not it
-Marge Csakai
should all be going on. A perturbed Dr.
McCall explained that wasn't in question
PRINT is the world's greatest newspaper
and that the meeting was to .exbecause the Print says it is the world's greatperiment with the questioning of prosest newspaper.
pective teachers.
-M ichele Kahn
At this point Dr. Reed was asked by a
student as to how he would "teach socioPRINT is the world's greatest newspaper
logy to a Black Panther." He replied that
"they had gangs when I was a kid too."
because it comes out weekly.
When asked by another student as to how he
-Cecily Freiman

iAST WEEK'S ENTRIES!
PRINT is the world's greatest newspaper
because it's coming out every other week
instead of every week.
-Ellen Lorentzen
PRINT is the world's greatest newspaper
because, in its own inanimate way, it's the
very essence of life.
-Laura Lu Gronski
PRlNT is the world's greatest newspaper
because it recognizes the superior, manyfaceted talents of Dr. Klug.
-Anne Podolsky
PR,INT is the world's greatest newspaper
because their offices are across the hall
frbm the BEEHIVE-YEARBOOK .
-Jim Foley
PRINT is the world's greatest newspaper

NISC
Interview
Prospective
Sociolog y
Professor

would define a "gang" he said that was determined by "structure ".

Dr. Reed said he.was in favor of bringing
people on campus from the outside in situations such as CTA strikes or whatever to
"show all sides of an issue."· He refrained from making any statements about
the recent black demand of $500 million in
reparations from the nation's churches because he had "not read a full statement on
it."

Dr. Reed stated that he has been a member of several college organizations, was
with the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference "in its embryonic stages", was
involved in the beginning of the Student
Nonviol.e nt Coordinating Committee, and
is now . involved in the NAACP and the
Democratic Party.
Dr. Reed was asked near the end of the meeting as to how he saw himself "in
relation to the movements going on now."
Dr. Reed answered: "Well, I fight like hell ·
in the way I know best. But I'm not a oneman army, either." He continued, saying
"most Negroes are concerned about their
plight--they want to see changes and they
want them fast--and this is hard to explain
to our children t_hat it is taking so long.: ."
As the meeting ended several students ap- · "..
proached Dr. Reed with further questions.
He stated that the Vietnam War was a "fan- ·
tastic blunder from the beginning"; also
that "some colleges are very oppressive"
and that he was willing to help students if he
found that the case in any particular si tu- .
ation.

Mr. Frederick's Pr~tty
Girl
THE COMPLETE BEAUTY SALON

SPECIALIZING IN
HAIR CUTTING
Phone IN 3-4686
33 17 BRYN MAWR AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60625

'-
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DON'T BUY AT FOLLETT'S .
SUPPORT THE STRIKE
FIGHT FOLLETT'S RACISM
Employees at Fo1lett's Chicago warehouse have been on strike for the past
two weeks. 125 men and women , black, white, and Latin , young and old are
fighting for :
·
higher pay - a minimum of 2 dollars per hour .
equal pay for equal work for black and white , men and women
Follet's ,like other companies I follows racist policies . While tl.e wages
of all the workers are low the black work_e es l'eccive even less - $1.60 to $1 .'70
an hour. Ml\eanwhile 'the company hires white students' - part time -- Fo, $? ~ ?~ 'i.-? ,:;o
an hour. 70°/4 of the workers ore black ·women who are given-either:
I) the lowest paying iobs -cleaners,clerks,stockers,etc. or
2) hired to do the same iobs as men at Iess pay. _
The company is taking advantage of the racist treatment of blacks in this country
resulting in fewer opportunities for iobs and education. The workers at FoHett'sxa
recognize that inequality between black and white , men and women only benefits
the company and thus they are demanding equal pay for equal w~rk.
Follett 's not only steals from its employees, it steals from its customers too.
One department takes old textbooks , cl eons them at a cost of 15-20~ each and resel Is
them as new - such prcctice is simple fraud I Workers in that department receive only
$1.60 an liour
.j

·

(

Follett's has tried everything to break the strike ;
-20 - 30 students ore being paid $2. 50 an hour to work during
the strike - they are crossing the picket I ines and are no better
than traitorous ·scabs
- 9 people were arrested on Monday June 30 On a phony charge not being 150 feet from the building while picketing , a nonexistent law. Whenever workers go on strike ·the cops are brought in
by the company to help break the strike.

WE CAN SUPPORT THE STRIKERS AT FOLLETI'S
1) Don't buy at Follett's, tell your friends not tt, buy there either

1) Don't buy at Follett's, tell your friends. not to buy there
either
2) Join the picket lines at the warehouse (1000 W. Washington) or

at Follett's main bookstore in the Loop (324 S. Wabash) to
'show that the strike has community support.
3) Join.the picket at Follett's
NISC Branch

NISC Peace Council
248-8169
.

.. /'oi,I a,lverti•1>m e n t from N IS t: />t>u c e Cound l
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Ragains, Anderson
concert tomorr ow

•
Ill

During the activity hour tomorrow , the
afternoon concert series presents a recital
of vocal music, both voice and piano .
Mr. Allen Anderson of the music department will accompany Miss Diane Ragains,
rather well known to Chicago area music
fans . Julia Diane Regains began her musical education at the age of five. She studied
violin and piano under the guidance of her
parents, both trained musicians. Miss Regai ns graduated from Indiana University in
196 l having majored in violin , and since
that time has been studying, singing, and
teaching in the Chicago Area . She performed as soloist and chorister with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra C horus under .the direction of Margaret H illis from
1961-1966, and the Grant Park C horus under Thomas Peck. She has appeared as
soloist with the North Side Symphony of
C hicago under the direction of Milton P reeves in Honneger's Kin~ Da , id, Carl Orffs
Cann ina Burana, and singing opera arias of
Mozart, Puccini , and Gounod. Miss Ragains was soprano soloist in Kin~ Da, id
with the Kenosha Symphony under Miss
Hill is in 1965. In the su mmer of 1965, she
made her debut as a major soloist with the
Chicago Symphony under Seiji Osawa in
Car111ina Burana. Miss Ragains has performed as soloist with the Chicago Opera
Theater under William Russo in John Austin's Orpheus. She has appeared exten
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NORT WE TH NDA
8 8 80 N. MILWAUKEE AVE .. NILES
(NORTH SHORE'S MOTORCYCLE HDQTRS.)

sively as soloist in the Chicago Area with
choral and chamber groups, and has sung
with the Rockefel ler C hapel Choir. Last
summer she appeared as Frasquita in
Carmen and as Lisette in La Rondine in
Grant Park . Mis s Ragai ns is a student of
Sonia Sharnova of the Chicago Conser
vatory.

Poitier Opens In
''The Lost Man''
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want to go 245.667 mph. Do you ?
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WHAT HAD BEEN A SPRINGTIME OF HOPE BECAME ...

ESU

ER

,r\E INVASION FILM
HOUR BYH
ED.-·

DUR

Sidney Poitier and Joanna Shimkus nervously awaiting a freight train which will take
Poitier beyond reach of local police.

In his strongest portrayal in years, Sidney
Poitier, Academy Award best actor and
number one at the box office, plays the
leader of a black gang that plots a quarter
of a million dollars caper in U niversal'.s
hard hitting melodrama, "The Lost Man,"
coming tomorrow to the Oriental Theatre.
Co-starring in the film, photographed in
Panavision with color by Technicolor, are
Joanna Shimkus, Al Freeman, Jr. and Michael Tolan.
"The Lost Man " represents a change of
pace for Poitier who won his Oscar as an allarou nd handyma n who built a church fo r a
group of nun s in "L illies of the Field." He
gained high critical acclaim as well as boxoffice atte ntion for hi s role as a well edu cated doctor in "G uess Who's Comin g To
Dinner" ; as a teacher in the slum area in
"To Sir With Love" ; as a gambler in the
romantic comedy, " For Love Of Ivy"; and
a homocide detective in "In The Heat Of
The Night."
Robert Alan Aurthur wrote and directed
"The Lost Man ," making his fourth teaming with Poitier. In 1955 they worked together on the television drama, "A Man Is
Ten Feet Tall ," which won the award as the
Best Television Play of the Year. Two years
later, with Aurthur doing the screenplay
and P_oitier again starring, it emerged as the
motion picture, "Edge Of The City." Ten
years later they were paired anew on " For

Love Of Ivy," an original story by Poitier
which Aurthur wrote as a screenplay.
Al Freeman, Jr. , plays the role of the
non-violence oriented civil rights advocate.
He is the son of the •famed jazz composerconductor of the same name with the Jimmy Lunceford orchestra. Michael Tolan
plays the unrelenting detective in charge of
solving the robbery-and murder.
Much of the picture was shot on location
in a large eastern U .S. city, with the local.
General Electric plant the locale where
Poitier and his gang pu ll off their quarter of
a milli on dollar caper. It was more difficult
to find buildings where the extras could
" picket. " No one was willing to have his
establishment "demonstrated" against,
even in simulated form for a movie. T he
problem was solved by producers Edward
Muhl and Melville Tucker by using public
buildin gs for the sce nes.
Quincy Jones, nominated three times for
Academy Awards in the musical categories,
composed the score for 'T he Lost Man,"
including the music for the origi nal songs
which are destined for the hit parade. The
numbers are sung by Nate Turner, Vanetta
Fie lds and The Mirettes, T he Kids From
PASLA , and The Pree Sisters. Uni Records
is marketing the soundtrack album .
The picture has been rated "M - suggested for mature audiences (parenta l discretion advised) ."

WAS THE TERROR OF ARMOR AND GUNS ENOUGH
TO KILL THE PEOPLE'S WILL TO FREEDOM?
Spring, 1968 .. . for the first time in twenty yea rs freedom blossomed in
Czechoslovakia. Then the tanks came- Russian tanks se nt to crush all
hope. How successful we re they? Here is a moti on pictu re smuggled out
of Europe to "tell it like it is!"
Filmed by photographers who must remain .anonymous . .. ba nned in the
countries where they were made.

TO BE SHOWN WITH ...

THE PARIS STUDENT

REVOLUTION
"THE RIGHT TO SPEAK"

Filmed by French cinema students

From TH E KINETIC ART Universal Educational an d Visual Art s
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Coininittee Hears
Curriculuin Proposals
The Faculty Senate Committee for review of the Bas ic Program has been, for
the past several weeks, considering numerous suggestions for restyling of the graduation requirements.
Following are nine s uch proposals ,
which were submitted to the Student
government and the department heads for

11.

THE WIRELESS EXPR

consideration.
These are reprinted with the hope that _
interested students will take time to consider them and write us their responses. Any
feedback we receive will be channeled to
the appropriate authorities. What is your
favorite proposal?

Curricu lum Proposal A
I.
Total 36 hrs .
A.
Basic Skills (take n in first 3tl hrs)
I.
En;dish
2.
Mathematics
B.
.( 18 hrs s hould be comp leted in first
nu hrs)
I.
The Arts
(Lite ra ture, Art , Music)
2.
Social Science
(Anthropology , Economics, Geography.
Political Science, Sociology,
Psychology)
3.
Natural Science
(Biology , C hemi stry , Physics,
Geology)
C.
(should be taken after student has
completed 60 hrs)
Philosophy
Hi story

6
3 hrs.
3 hrs.

6 hrs.
·• hrs .

9 hrs.

6
3 hrs .
3 hrs.

(Student who has sati sfactorily completed
2 yrs of High School Foreign Language or
who passes proficiency exam is excused)
I.
A speec h course would be required of
elementary & second ary education
majors.
2.
Lab sciences would be required
of elementary education majors
3.
l'hysical ed. required of e lementary
& secondary education majors.

2-3 hrs .

2 hrs.
3 hrs.

Curricu lum Proposal B
I.
Total: 33 hrs.

I.

Engli sh
Mathematics .
Huma nities
(Literature, Art, Music , Philosophy)

2.

3.
4.

3 hrs.
3 hrs.
9 hrs.

Social Science
9 hrs.
(Anthropology, Economics, Geography,
Political Science, Sociology ,
l'sychology I
N a tural Science
9 hrs.

5.

(B iology, Cem istry, Physics, geology)

11

_Foreign Language
(Stude nt who has satisfactorily completed
2 yrs. of High School Foreien Language or

\ who passes proficiency exam is excused)
4.

Social Science
9 hrs.
(Anthropology, Economics, Geography,
l"olitical Science, Soc iology,
Psychology I

5.

11 .

111 .

Natural Science
(B io logy, Chemistry, Physics,
Geology ,
Foreign Language
(Student who has satisfactorily comp leted
2 yr s. of High School Foreign Language or
who passes proficiency exam is exc used)
I.
A speech course would be required of
elementary & second ary education
majors.
2.
I.ab sciences would be required
of elemen tary education majors .
3.
1·hys icai ed. required of e lementary
& seco nd a ry education majors.

· hrs .

8 hrs .

2 3 hrs.

2 hrs .
3 hrs.

Curriculum l'ropo ,al C
I.
Total: 34 36 hrs.
I.

Eng li s h
14 IO I Literature & Writing
& one of the following:
14 102 Litera ture & Writing II

4 5 hrs .

2 hrs .
3 hrs.

15 I u I Fundamentals of Speech
28 I O I American English Structure

2 hrs .

& Function
PROPOSAL E
EN(, I.ISH
A.
May be exempted on the basis of e xamination
NAT U RAL SC I ENCES
A.
A c hoice of two courses from offerings
desi g nated by the respective departments .
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
A.
Social Sciences a nd Psychology
I.
A choice of four courses from offerings
des ig nated by the respective departments.
H U MANITIES
A.
A c hoice of two courses from each of the
fol lowing groups:
Literature
Mathematics
Philosop hy
Mu sic
Art
Structure a nd Function
7 X hrs .

6 hrs.

by

Hal Bluethinan

Hrs.

Foreign Language

111.
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3 er. hrs.

6 er. hrs.

Above the gate entering Fort Jackson in South Carolina a sign states "Obedience to the
law is Freedom". While the Generals would get a pretty good argument from Henry David
Thoreau on the philosophy of such a statement, they at least have supplied post-Orwellian
writers with a modern-day slogan rivaling "Ignorance is Strength" and other 1984-ish
prose. The obvious.abuses of such a sl6gan as that which hangs over Fort Jackson for all the
G I's to see is that the people making the _laws aren't always thinking foremost of people's
"freedom " . Thus in the South it wasn 't freedom for Negroes to obey laws that held up their
subjugation and oppression as a people. And thus it wasn 't freedom for the G I's at Fort
Jackson to accept the Army Brass' dictum that they had no right to leaflet nor speak in
groups about the Vietnam War.
However, at Fort Jackson the G I's fought for their rights, as the blacks did in the South
(and as they continue to do so today), and they won. They won because their movement was
precisely about freedom and democratic rights . They won because they turned the argument of that ogre-ish sign above the fort entrance completely around and told the Generals
to obey the First Amendment of the Constitution which gives citizens the right to free
speech and asse mbl y.
The movement at Fort Jackson began with the organizing by black GI's of small discussions on the Vietnam War. The black group grew into a black , white , and Puerto Rican
group of G l's and they called t hemselves G I's United Against the War in Vietnam. Last
February the GI's began circulating a pet ition calling on the commanding officer to
provide faci Ii ties for a general GI meeting to discuss the Vietnam War. Several hundred
signatures a mong the G l's were accumulated and handed in to the Brass. ,T he Brass
responded to this by saying the Army "does not recognize any collective bargaining units
representing members of the Army". The GI's replied that collective bargaining was not
the· issue. -All they were asking was the right to gather and talk about war a nd racism. Spon
after this there was a meeting of about I 00 G l's in discussion of these topics. The result was
that on March 25 formal ch<lfges were brought against nine of the G l's associated with
G I's United, apparently those the Army considered the leaders since arresting masses of
GJ's would be an untenable position for the Brass.
It was no coincidence that the a rrests and har rassment of these G l's coincided with the
coming of the nationwide GI-Civilian April 5-6 Antiwar Marches. The Gl's United _w ere
supporting the call for the demonstrations and planned to participate in the April 6 Atlanta
March. Proceedi ngs were begun to court martial the GI 's for varying "crimes". Among
these were "disrespect", "breac h of the peace•·, and also holding an " illegal demonstration ".
The Movement of the Fort Jackson Nine beca me the Fort Jackson Eight by the end of
April when the Army revealed its informer, planted in the Gl's Uni.!ed, would testify
against the a nti-war G 1'sat the trials.
Meanwhile, outside forces were moving in defense of the GI's . For instance, a mass
meeting of Harvard students voted to support the Gl's in their fight for free speec h within
the army a nd their right to express their anti-war views. Sponsors of the GI Civi l Liberty
Defense Committee mounted daily . Dr. Benjamin Spock, Ed Riddick of the SCLC. Norman Mailer, Bob Lucas of the Black Liberation Alliance, and many others began suppo rtin g the struggl e of the Fort Jackson G l's.
By May 8, charges were dropped on four of the G l's, leaving four still subject to a tri al.
But on May 20 all charges were dropped on the remaining Gl's and the Army Brass had
admitted defeat. The dropping of all charges is an unprecedented victory for GI rights not
only at Fort Jackson but nationwide.
The eight Gl's were Andrew Pulley, Jose Rudder, Delmar Thomas, Edilberto C hapa rro,
Tommie Woodfin, Dominick Duddie, Joe Cole, and Curtis E. Mays. At this point several
have been given discharges on the basis of being "unfit for service".
·
Andy Pulley, an 18 year old black GI, is one of the more articulate of the G I's. He was
one of the three who spent two months in the stockade . Talking about the war he said: "I
think the army has failed so far as letting people know why the y are in it, a nd why they are
serving their so-called country. Are they really servi ng the country or are they serving the
man who manufactures the arms? Which are they se rving? Are they serving the population
of the American people or are they serving six percent of the population ?" ·
All of the above is fact, not fiction, and anyone interested in reading in detail on the Fort
Jackson Eight can write to the GI C ivil Liberty Defense Committee, Box 355, Old C hel sea
Station , New York, N. Y. 10010. Contributions are also accepted. Also, there are G I
newspapers such as Dull Brass and F.T.A. which are around at radical bookstores.
On the April 5th weekend hundreds of thousands of peopl e, includin g Gl's , marched
aga inst the war. There were 30,000 marchers in C hicago alone, 100,000 in New York .
There is widespread disgust against the war and, si nce the GI's are merely citi ze ns in
uniform, it would be unlikely that there wouldn 't be a movement there too. And of course
there is.

12 er. hrs.

13 14 hr. hrs .
34 35 er. hrs.

'

I.
Three courses in Foreign Langu age s hall be required of those student s who
have not had a leas t two full years of Fore ign La nguage in high school.
a.
Native la nguage co mpetence may be substituted for the above; with app ro va l
of department.
2.
Students may take courses in the Ba sic Program at any time during the undergraduate program except where a given course in the Basic Program functions as a prerequisite for a n advanced co urse .
3.
Students sha ll have the opportunity to e lect the pass-fail grade or the traditional
letter grade.
4.
Student s may, with the conse nt of the indi vidual department, substi tute a more
adva nced course for the basic cou rse to sat isfy the elected requirem-ent in the Basic
Program.
5.
Requirements for the Teaching Program will be accom moda ted in the large
number of non-required hours that will be available .
PROPOSAL F
A.
NATURAL SCIENCES
A choice of three courses
B.
BEHAV IORAL SCI ENC ES
A c hoice of three courses

(Cont'd to page 11)
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ALL YOUR ART SUPPLY NEEDS WE l ARRY A COMPLETE LINE
OF QUALITY MATERIALS.
STUDENT DISCOUNT
3838 N. Cicero Ave . •

Chicogo, Illinois

•
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An Interview With Ken Lawrence
By Murray Weiner

Weiner: What's your definition of radical?

Weiner: No pre-arrangement ?

Lawrence: Well, the definition of radical has been made for us, you know. I don't reject the
title. There are radicals to the right as well as the left. Radical is from the Latin, radix,
~-a-d-i-x which means root. It means going to the root of things and uprooting and changmg them from the bottom up; not from the top down . In that sense I'm a radical. I want to
see the economy change, the foreign policy change, the treatment of subjegation colonies
within the United States, a succession to oppression in .Asia, Africa, and Latin America and many other things. I want to see university reforms. If this makes a radical then
that's what I am. I'm a Marxist.

Lawrence: I don't think they were a farce
either. There was a little bit of railroading
on the part of the chairman .

Weiner: You made a statement at your hearing that if we can we will try to do this
humanely and peacefully and intelligently. If not we will do it any way we can and then you
held up your fist. Will you do that?

Weiner: Beaver?

Lawrence: I don't know if I said it as eloquently as you remember it but, yes.

Lawrence: Yes. A couple of inequitites that
weren 't entirely his fault. Beaver is not to
blame for the cowardice of the language department. They didn 't show up "because
they have no case. That threw a wrench into
our defense; our case. And I dare say it upset Beaver a bit. Beaver was a little bit unfair
in his running of the hearings but by and
large I feel they were just and I was ple.ased
with the outcome.

Weiner: 'What if you are removed and you are no longer a part of this campus-'?'Will yo~ do
it any way?

Weiner: It has been said the hearings were a
farce; your hearings; Ken Lawrence's hearings. Do you think they were? Do you think
they were pre-arranged in any way?
Lawrence: No.

Weiner: What about the fact that he
wouldn't let you introduce testimony; extra
testimony?
Lawrence: He only refused once to let me introduce testimony and that was not really
unfair on his part He introduced testimony over which I had no right of cross-examination.
He read letters from the foreign language department members, who refused to appear.
That was wrong. That was one of the things that I find wanting in his conduct.
Weiner: What I was referring to was the gentleman you brought in.
Lawrence: That's what I mean. That was germane and I don't think that was an unfair
ruling on his part. He might have let it come in but it wasn't that important.
Weiner: As far as the policy making in this school goes, as far as who makes the decision as
to whether you stay or not; . the chairman of the department or the administration or
whoever; does that have to be restructured? What has to be done'
Lawrence: Well, you see , the hearing has ruled for me. Sachs is trying to block that. Sachs
knows that whether Dan Stern's committee came in for him (Stern) that Dan had a terminal
contract and Sachs was stuck with him for next year anyway. He decided to .devote his
energies to my hearing committee. He was very disappointed that my committee found for
me. So now he's written a letter to that committee, I have a copy of it, saying that he's not
happy with the decision. It's not his business anyway. You know, he says that 5-3 is a close
vote and, of course, 5-3 is as close as 8-0. Either they find for you or they don't. He
wants to examine all the veidence and he says the decision is vague. In other words,
he's under heat from the Board of Governors. You dig! Not to have two radicals on
campus next year.
Weiner: What about the statement that, well, testimony was made Dr. Goldberg had said
that he wants to remove all radicals from this campus. Faculty, students or otherwise. He
will stop at nothing to do this.
Lawrence: I didn't hear him say that; but I won't find it difficult,to believe. I'm sure they
want to do that.
I

Weiner: What about his statement that he has no recourse to do what he's doing. He said it
several times during your hearing.
Lawrence: That's bullshit. They're under heat from the Board of Governors. They're not
their own men.
·
Weiner: So, in other words, there:s a power struggle going on.

Lawrence: Well, there are movements all over the United States. Northeastern Illinois
State College is one tiny little battle line in an immense war. Right now we're fighting this
thing legally ina humane way, and we're winning. Sachs is up against the ropes and we're
working on him with two hands and he's going to fall. So there's no sense in talking about
attaching plastic demolitions to the basement ofNISC cause we're going to beat him on his
own ground.
Weiner: What I'm saying is, if you're not here, are you going to be an outside agitator?
Are you going to make your presence known?
·
Lawrence: We have to decide that.
Weiner: Who is "we"?
Lawrence: I speak of anyone fired or I'll have to decide that when the time comes.
Hopefully Sachs will bow to reason and justice before then .
Weiner: If Sachs asks you if you would like to work in-another department, Lit or otherwise, would you accept?
Lawrence: What this hearing has done for me is allow me to negotiate a contract in foreign
languages. It has given me, that is if Sachs does finally accept the recommendation as he
should, it has given me the right of any other teacher to negotiate contracts . ..Now, if
Sachs or ~nother department decides to negotiate with me, we'd have to see. Right now I'm
teaching in the foreign language department and I have won the right now, subject to
Sach's approval, to negotiate another contract in that department and that's all I'm looking
at right now.
Weiner: Would you prefer to be switched from this department to another?
Lawrence: Not necessarily.
Weiner: In other words, you're happy where you're ·at.
Lawrence: Yea, I'm happy where I'm at. If another department can provide conditions
that are equally acceptable; contract negotiations and courses turn out to be satisfactory,
then we could discuss that when that arises. In the meantime, Sachs has placed himself
between negotiations between any department and me,
Weiner: Was there any reason why Dr. Paine was not testifying at the hearing?
Lawrence: We didn't call him; :we didn't ask him to testify.
Weiner: Would he have; do you think?
Lawrence: I don't know. I think he might have. I'm not sure. There was no necessity. I'm
not working in the English Department. The people to call, the people who voted
against me, were the people who didn't show up. They were the ones we needed to get. Dr.
:Paine was not -a principal character in this drama.

Law~e~ce: ~ell, ther~'s not a ~wer struggle here sin5.e the administra~ion is _a lackey. The . · ·Weiner: Do you know if any pressures were applied to any of the people who testified in
admm1strat1on here 1s a running dog for the Board :of Governors m Spnngfield. But', .your behalf or the people who resrepresented you?
they're not, you see, there's not that much disagreerrM:nt with the Board of Governors.
.
,
.
..
.
.
They may be a little more liberal which means they're' willing to compromise anything to .. Law_ren~e: I t~mk th ert; are so many_pressures around the whole poht1cal s_ituatwn; the
~ake peace. !hey certainly don't ~ant anybody ~ue~ti,oning the power structure, t~ir ;',t_;_ repress10~ gomg on here at Northea~~n1; no other p_ressures need
applied but there
views on curriculum and so on. So, it's not a question•of.'Sachs and Goldberg being n1a~·,, -QlaY;have mdeed been. The way the
la~gu.age department caved m after two of them
out as the decent upstanding men who are at struggle wJtlt;lhe Board of Governors. There's •< _h~lold me tha~ they w_ould appear, see11!5 t~ md1cate that, as_we knew all alon_g, they had a
not that muclt difference between the view of the B~ard of Governors and Sachs antfc;~.-, '!"f.3-l(case and they decided not to ef~~ the weakness of their case by appearmg.
Goldberg.
;,. ~:_,~t~(:~..
..~ : $··~#!1t.. .~. ~:-: :•.t---e°i~J
.
, )· . "
. "· ;~~~\1~er: Who told you they would::~1:?:;· _
.
Weiner: Then w.ho's your biggest .pain?
_. , ..~..
.·~\:ti·~·~(~- -~ : . ·
. ·.1;,{ -~. .:.~ .. ~· ·.
. ,, ,:; ,~;
· , , ¥ +,;~wrence: Mr. Coleman and Mrs. ~r~ said they would appear to me verbally a week or
Lawrence: Well right now the man who has made him·s~·l f clearly the en~my in the force Qf/ :. •~':1-,before the hearings got_un_dcr wiw. . reaction here is Sachs. He provided what we all really knew all along; that he is blocking the . ·
.
.
.
. .:. · ·,
.
.
·
hearing committee recommendation in my case at least. This _is not any longer a question of' .' Wemer: D~ you think the hearing was longer than 1t had to be? Do you thmk they were
McCall or Callicounis or the Faculty Senate or any agency. It's Sachs and Sachs alon·e. • drawn out.
Sachs is what we've known all along. He's the power broker here and he's playing the heavy
and he's out in the open now. That is, it's out in the open now that I have this interview, if Lawrence: No.
it's printed.
Weiner: So you were treated fairly.

.f~_
e.•~

Weiner: It will be printed!
Lawrence: Yea! Yea man!

br

Lawrence: By and large.

Weiner: Do you consider yourself to be a radical?

Weiner: ls there any final thing you'd like to say about ~hat you're going to do or how
you're to do it?

Lawrence: Yea!

Lawrence: We're going to win! We've known that.all along.

Weiner: since we'll be speaking in terms like being liberal or being a radical, you are a
radical?
·
·

Weiner: We know that.

Lawrence: I don 't care.

Lawrence: I said that all along. We're going to win. We beat them in every b~ttle so far.
We beat them in academic freedom . We beat them with the hearings. And we'll beat Sachs.
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An
Interview
With
Dan
Stern

by Murray Weiner

Weiner: What do you personally feel were the reasons which led to the hearings in the first
place?
·
Stern : I think there's no question that the administration felt that Ken Lawrence and
myself were potitical threats on this campus. There is a whole nation-wide movement against left-wing faculty as a means o(stopping the student movement. There is, in spite of
the fact that, Ors. Goldberg and Sachs, who will represent the administration, are considered to be classic; liberals, they are in fact responsible to a right wing board of governors and act as their agent on this campus and as a result, they are wedded in practice to
ridding the campus of left wing faculty . I think this is clearest in my case, where the administration involvement ~ as open, overt, to the point of being admitted by Dr. Goldberg. I think that was the main thrust. I think in particular a left winger in the sociology
workings presented a great threat to the whole con servative liberal position in regards to
working class issues.
·
Weiner: So, in other words, the alleged state ment by Dr. Goldberg that he wants to remove
radicals from this campus; students and faculty, you would feel that this statement is more
or less in line with the way you fee l he has been acting.
Stern : Yes , I think that he's tried to be circumspect. I think that his handling the student
demonstration or the SOS sit-in fall trimester, it became very clear that about one half the
campus favored their not being tried in court. Sachs and Goldberg were under pressure to
try them in court. The result was classic liberal compromise. They dropped the disorderly
conduct charge for all of the student demonstrators. They were then convicted on the
. trespass charge. There was a recommendation for clemency and fines were minimal fines.
It's very clear that the administration could, very well , have handled it on campus. By far, it
is clear they wanted some students to have a record to frignten other students from undertaking similar actions.
Weiner: Do you personally have direct affiliations with any so-called "radical orga nizations'' such as SOS?
·
Stern: I have been and presently and probably will be in the future a card carrying member
of SOS.
Weiner: What qo you feel is the main purpose of the organization ? What is the organization
tr ying to acheive? What are you trying to acheive by being a member?

the most part. Persecution was in te~ms of s.tudents feeling that I was taking an antiSemitic line and I was taking an anti-rriiddle class line. In that course, the whole question
of race and black/white relationships had relatively small impact on the calss. What I
think led to the strong feelings on the part of some students, some white students, was
my feeling that Jews form an important sub-ruling class and that as such they had directly,
economically benefitted from the ghetto conditions that blacks were in. Jews are quite
typically merchants in the black ghetto ; real estate owners and so forth . They are not,
by any means, the most important ruling class element but they form a sub-part of that.
Most upper-class Jews are straight anti-black. In fact, most J ws are straight anti-black. ,
I was quite careful in class to indicate that Jews have the largest percentage of pro-black 1
people which I feel is a compliment to Jews but I don't feel most Jewish kid s there heard
-that. What I think they heard ·was critici sm of their fathers who, it just happened, four
of the students in that class had parents who had businesses in the blac k ghetto. The
statements I made about J ws being part of the economic oppressor in the ghetto, made
some students very angry. I think that' s where that whole personal abu se thing came
from. Bl ac k students , by and large , played a ve ry minor role in that c lass .
Weiner: It has been said that the student body, at Northeastern , is primari ly made up of
lower-m iddle class, white Protestant students with pa rochial attitudes. Do you find this to
be true?
Stern: I prefe r the te rm working class to lower-middle class . Sevent y percent of the students
here are what I would call straight working class in the sense that their parents have jobs
which are skilled labor, semi-skilled or unskilled. Mostly semi-and skilled. It's not a Protestant group by a ny means. Sixty per cent are Catholic, forty percent went to parochial
school: An additional 25% are Jewish . In terms of majority of students one could characterize it as Catholic working class student population. The characterization you madeof
parochial I entirely agree with. I do want to say however that one of the findings I've made
talking to students, arguing, is that there is a very solid receptivity to a radical point of view.
Much more so than a liberal point of view. I think one should understand the .opposition to
liberalism as exemplified by someone, for example, like June Sochen, is much stronger
than the opposition to radicalism. It seems to me that radicalism is talking about a classless
society putting people on an economic and political equal basis. Whereas liberalism is
trying to make things just ·a little better keeping the same system just as it is . And frankly,
people aren 't interested in making a little better, a bad system. When _!,h ey look for a
change, they want a decisive radical change.
Weiner: As of this interview, have you heard any additional information from Dr. Sachs as
to your status? ·
Stern: Yes, Sachs wrote his final recommendation which was to give me an unrestricted
contract for 1969-70. He sprayed a large number of disclaimers into his letter. I want to say
for the record I found it a particularly graceless letter.
Weiner: Do you feel h!t went "easy on you" because he was stuck with you for a certain
period of ti me? Rather than cause additional trouble he made it easy on himself?
Stern: Yea. I think that brings up the who le relationship of what made the outcome in the
committee hearings. The committee did not act just as the committee but acted in a context
of a highly policized student-faculty campus in which the work of the Ad Hoc committee to
rehire Sterri and Lawrence brought the iss4es forwar_d in a political context which eventuall y just about all students and faculty understood. It was withi i: this cont~xt that that
kind of pressure with a large portion of people aware of the injustice to both Lawrence and
myself that the committees made their decision. It's also within this context that President
Sachs had to make his decision. From the letter he sent to me it's perfectly clear that had
there not been a wide consciousness of injustice, had there not been a wide consciousness of
the political issues involved involved , that he would have been most happy to stand pat on
the decisions of both departments . It's very clear to me that justice is served if and only if
you 1nst1tute a political movement which in fact grooms both sides of the issues very
powerfully to the consciousness of a large number of people. It gives the m some 'real
alternatives to decide. Sachs had in fact, by the time of the hearings, no student base
whatsoever. There wasn't one organized student group that would publically stand up and
criticize either Stern or Lawrence. There were a large number of student groups that were
for Stern and Lawrence.
Weiner: Ken Lawrence has received a letter fro m President Sachs stating that Sachs feels
that a vote of 5-3 is not conducive enough and therfore Sachs feels it necessary that he
review the testimonies and information more carefully before he arrives at a permanent
decision as far as Ken Lawrence is concerned . What do you feel is his basis for making this
statement?

Stern: I think that Sachs feels he has more af a case with Lawrence than he did with me. It
would have been political suicide_to turn down the recommendations in my case. I think
Stern : Well , it's very unclear at this point what SOS is after since there is not one SOS , but a
he's looking for a way to turn down the recommendations in Lawrence's case. Sachs has
number of SDS's. I think the main wing of SDS is trying to radicalize the student movetaken into account all kinds of close votes . Bu t in fact , when the minority voted for his point
ments; to provide some way of connecting the student movement to the working class and I
of view in my case, he ruled with the min ority. I think the closeness of the vote has
think so far they've been largely unsuccessful. In fact, very unsuccessful in that goal. That
absolutely nothing to do with it. I think the fact that the department voted 8-0 against Ken ,
too is my goa l; that is to begin to approach workers and working class students from a
is going to be his trump card for a respectable way to avoid the implications of the
radical point of view . I think those are the most important people who are going to affect
committee's decisions in the Lawrence case.
social change in thi s country. My poin t of view is that the next step for a radical movement
to take is to begin to o rganize worki!1g class students at working class colleges and high
Weiner: _If you are asked to le_ave your depart mentfor another will you do so?
sc hools. To begin to become conscious of a working class culture, a working class heritage;
to build a consdousness that workers don 't always have to be powerl ess and in fact, they
Stern : In my ·case it's perfectly -clear; f won 't: I am e xtremely happy in the sociology
could in fact , control the factories that the y work in. Those are my immediate goals. The
department and I intend to stay in it. There is some question about Ken (Lawrence) and the
whole poin t of working with working cl ass studenis at a-working class college is that ·
English department. I assume that when the ad ministrati o n is read y to deal and bring up a
eventually you hope to take a program into a working class community.
pl ace for Ken that will be a consideration.
·
Weiner: What are Y<;m r future plans on this campus as~. teacher an9 instructor?
Wein er: How often do you take these theories into your class room? Do you make them
part of your teaching practices?
Stern: Well , I pl an to continue the work I've been doing in the past , fr, try and be a voice for
working class students and to begin to construct sociology which speaks to working class .
Stern : I've spoken quite freel y a bout them in the cla.sses. I always talked at length about niy
interests rather onl y to ruling class interests as has been true in sociology in the past.
theory. I feel it's pa rt of me, it's part of my teaching, part of what infuses my understanding
of sociology. But I always clearly label it Stern's point of view. My usual gambit in the
Weiner: ls there any fin al thing you 'd like to say as to how you were treated during your
classroom is to start out saying " Now we're goi ng to get Stern 's view of history." Stern 's
hearings and the way you 've been treated sin ce then?
view of this or that or the other thing. Often enough, I try to take into account other points
of vi ew so that students have a sense of not only what I'm talking about from my point of Stern : I want to say that the hearing commi ttee was quite co-operative especially after we
vi ew but what I'm opposing; somebod y else's point of view.
finished the preliminary meetings where the re was considerable hassling a nd discussion. I
felt I had more than enough time and space to prepare my case and to bring it to the public.
Weiner: Some of the testimony at your hearings was given by black students.
I'm particularly thankful we had open hea. rings so that students and facult y could see the
actual thing as it was going on. It fu rther ;ieightened their consciousness as to what these
cases were a bout.
Stern : Four out of sixteen were black students.
Weiner: Basically, they felt that you had done a work of good as far as opening new avenues
of thought. Do you feel in any way this might have persecut~d the white students in your
classes as was alleged?
Stern : No. The persecution of students, that charge came from soci£tlization processes for

Weiner: Do you think the publicity from the case will increase your earning power if you
decide to go to another school to teach ?
.
·
Stern: Not at all. As a matter of fact , I assume that the publicity in this case would make it
harder for me to get a job elsewhere. Known leftists are not what I'd call prime material on
the job marke1 today.

Fees

(Cont'dfrllmP. 2)

Muse
Newman
Opera Workshop
Orchesis
Peace council
Physical Education Majors
Physical Health
Porn Porn
Print
Psychology
Russian
Scuba
Sociology
Spanish
Speaker Series
,Stage Players .
Student Duplicating
Student Senate
Square Dance
Synchronaute
21+
Women's Intercoll. Softfall
Women' s Liberation
Yearbook (Beehive) .

0.00
4,725.00
1,020.00
550.00
5,600.00
345 .00
5,420,00
1,438.50
20,744. 10
5,167.00
5,258.00
636.00
2.825.00
600.00
20,045.00
16,422.00
4,000.00
0.00
395.00
700.00
125.00
191.00
4,368.00
·18,050.00
$267,869.00

. Co-Curricular
Coffee House
Collegium Musieum
Concert Band
Concert Series

19, 155.00
3,559.00
1,861.75
8;650.00
15 ,500.00

Creative Film
Free Film
Fiolk Dance
Forensics Union
French
Geography
German
Gymnastics
History
Inner-City Issues
Inter-Coll. Association of Worn.
Interpreter's Theatre ·
Linquistics
Literature Club

0.00
6,500.00
3,245 .00
7 .610.00
I, 150.00
1,475.00
275.00
3,403.00
200.00
1,800.00
2,010.00
5,695.00
950.00
0.00

Library
Plans
Su1n1ner

Programs
,..
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By Connie McNeely
This summer the Albany Park Branch
Library, located at Kimball and Foster,
is holding the two Summer Programs for
children. One is a series of movies, every
Wednesday at 2:30, and the other is story
hour, which includes various activities de·signed to_ encourage younger children in
grade school to read more. Story Hour is
held every Tuesday afternoon, at 2:00.
You are invited to bring younger brothers
and sisters to 'come and take part.

by students not enrolled in a film class. Motion picutre equipment as well as cash
awards, Gold and Silver "Hugo" Statues
and Certificates will be presented in this
competion.
film in any category making the greatest
International Industrial Films . .. 16mm
contribution to international commu- and 35mm films, produced in 1968-1969,
nications and understanding; the largest must be accompanied by a statement of purrepresentatibn of feature films from Hun- pose and specific audience for which in:gary, Yugoslavia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, tended when entered in this category. EngJapan and Italy to premiere in the United lish translation is also important if a deStates at one time; a four-day film retro- tailed narrative sound track is necessary for
spective highlighting twenty-one years of complete understanding. Awards will be
the best Canadian films from the National given for best over-all industrial, comFilm Board of Canada which included a vis- mercially produced film, in-plant producit by Norman McLaren; a special tribute tion and the "special-" film - so designated
presentation and appearance of Mr. Mer- by reasons of budget, multiple screens or
vyn LeRoy--America's great produc- images, etc.
er/director.
Educational Films .. . A statement of
Briefly, competition categories have purpose and audience is again pre-requisite
been established as follows:
when entering this category with any 16mm
Theatrical Feature Films .. . Feature or 35mm optical sound film produced in
films that are United States premieres are 1968 or 1969. Besides best over-all produceligible even though they may have been tion , awards will be given for educational
, presented at other international. film festi- films directed to the language--.irts; humavals outside the U .S. Feature films in 35mm rrities, social studies and science, ii n Ji
and . 16mm will be shown in their original
International Short Subjects .r.;(iAllishort
version with English subtitles. (Production su bjects produced in I 968-l 969J.ini either
may . be classified as competitive or non- 16mm or 35mm optical sound, are eligible
competitive,)
_ for entry in this category. A photo and sum-United States Television Commercials . . mary of the film should accompany the en. 16mm television commercials produced in try form as well as arr English translation
1968 and 1969 are eligible. Entries may be where required. Awards will be presented
submitted by the advertising agency, pro- for best: documentary ; art in film ; enterduction house, client or local television sta- tainment; animation; experimental work .
tion. Category awards include those for
Films for Children ... All 1968-1969,
creative excellence, impact, technical ex- 16mm and 35mm optical sound films procellence, entertainment value; public ser,,_ duced especially to entertain a young'viewvice and station promotion.
ing audience are eligible for this cbmlnternationaf
Television / Theatrical petition. International entries depending
Commercials . . . 16mm and 35mm, 1968- upon detailed narrative sound tracks for
1969, commercials will be accepted in this complete understanding must be subtitled
category as _ submitted by advertising in English. The Festival will accept feaagerrcies, production houses, clients or tele- ture films, featurettes· -- live action or
vision stations. English translation must he animated. Experimental films will also be
supplied if an irrternation entry depends
Entry fees range from $100 for a feature
upon a detailed narrative for complete urr- film to $25 for a short subject. For further
derstandirrg. Category awards include those information, entry forms, rules and regufor live action, animation and humor, as latiorrs, direct your questions to:
_,
well as creative excellence, public service, The 5th Chicago International Film Festi_impact and technkal excellence.
val.
p:o .1tox 4566
International Television Productions . . . Chicago, Illinois 60614, U. S. A.
Films produced in 1968-196? specifically
for television may be submitted in.this category by networks, individual television sta··------·
- - - -- tiorrs, advertising agencies or independent
- -- producers. Awards will be given for top
TERMPAPERS, THESES TYPED
over-all production, best documentary
IBM Electric -·· 40c/ poge. Coll : Mrs. Cohen ;
(multi-station and single-station) and best
338-5242 evenings.
in entertainment (multi-station and singlestation).

_Entry Regulations~~ady for Festival
Chicago... Movie makers get on your
· mark : The entry regulations book for The
5th Chicago International Film Festival is
hot off the presses and now is the time for all
good film folk to come to the aid of their art.
The 5th Film Festival will open in Chicago on November 8 and run through November I 9, 1969, but completed entry
fo rms and fees are due by September 15, and
and the films themselves must be in the
hands of the Festival Director,Mich:>Pl ·
J. Kutza, Jr., no later than September 29.
This year the Festival will focus on a diversified collection of motion pictures from
the feature film to the short subject, television productions and commercials, as
well as student, industrial and educational
films. There will be lectures by visiting film
directors, three days devoted to new developments in .student films , an exploration of
the latest trends in multi-media techniques
and public service programming, and two
comprehensive film retrospectives. Gold
and Silver "Hugo" Statues and Certificates
will be awarded in all categories, and entries
· are e xpected from all corners of the globe.
Last year's Festival saw the world premiere of John Lennon and Yoko Ono's
''Two Virgins & No. 5" ; Israel's feature
film on the six-day war, "EVERY BASTARD A KING", by Uri Zohar; such notal:,le films as Saul Bass "WHY MAN
CREATES", winner of the International
Award (Gold Hugo and $500) given to the

"Sum1ner '69"
Opens
By Connie McNeely
"Summer '69", a get-together for all
college-age kids, regardless of whether
they're in school or working, has started.
The . meetings are held in St. Jerome's
Parish Center, located ·a:t ·1709 W. Lunt. -

"
The other week, June 24, Pepper Fury,
a draft counselor, talked and discussed the
draft and war, followed by entertainment.
Some of the programs coming up are July
8, a speaker and discussion on the
Constitutional Convention; and July 22,
the John Birch Society and SOS. Meetings
are every other Tuesday, at 8:00. All peopie, and ideas for additional speakers, are
needed and welcomed: If you have an
International Student Film Competion . .
idea, but can't come to the meeting, just· . Open to Super 8mm, 16mm and 35mm
give it to Edwena Brunell. You can find
films produced in 1968 and 1969. Films
her in front of the Auditorium all day.
will be classified and judged in four specific
areas: (l) Entries from film-makers at film
institutes or universities - graduate level; (2)
Films entered by film-makers in film department or college or university;. (3) Entries from film-makers in high-school film
I
by Larry Marks
I
courses; (4) Films independently produced

\MARKSIST POETRY

1--MUSICAL
i Gibso ~ Folk Guitar Model B25 New Conc.J itic-n
! 160 or Best Offer inquire " PRINT" office E-45
or Ju 3-4050 Ext 270 ask for Roger Bader.

Gibson 12 string ; jumbo B 45. Soc. $240 or best
offer. Contact Mickey in " PRINT" office, E-4 5
Ior ext. 270.

POEM#l

by Larry Marks
I think that I ,h,&ll never see
A love lier or nicer knee
On you or Bill or even me,
E,pecially on me.

~

8eJt '7toeat Sltop
33::iH WEST BRYN MAWR AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645
PHONE 478-6276
NICK G. KATSOULIS

POEM#2
If all I did u,as 11ic k my nose
I'd put , not in my hair and clothes
And e ar and mouth and 'tween my toe•
A nd in m y hand ,ind on my foes .

CHECKER TAXI

:
Held over
7th

♦
♦

3 Newspaper publications by the
BLACK P. STONE NATION
(formerly the BLACKSTONE
RANGERS) : ALMIGHTY BLACK
P . .STONE (the aims and_activities
of the Black P. Stone Nation);
TRUE PEOPLE'S POWER (of the
Kenwood-Oakland community in
Chicago); PROGRESSIVE
PEOPLE'S POWER (of the
Harvey-Dixmoor & South Suburban
communities). Pub. monthly:
$2.50/year- l paper; $4.00/year-2
papers ; $5.50/year- 3 papers.

Month

♦
♦

Chicago Ave. at Michigan

Best Actor
Academy Award Winner
A bittersweet love story
that touches the heart ·,

•
♦ 'iI
♦

•

• WORK CLOSE TO HOME AT
ONE OF TEN GARAGES
LOCATED THROUGHOUT
CITY

♦
♦

♦
♦

Student rate every day but '-n• .. ,.;:,y

♦

♦

•

, Free repair of small appliances. Contact Bill
Ehrlich in basement.

♦ i

WORK ANY NUMBER OF
DAYS 'PER WEEK FROM 2
to.6 DAYS
DAYS or NIGHTS

:

♦•

♦
♦

♦
♦

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

♦

♦•

:

EXCELLENT EARNINGS

♦

"CHARLY"
·: ,." .t; •.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR

•
•

♦

1.D. Card

HM

♦

Cliff Robertson
Claire Bloom ·

$1 ,

Student selling new and used paperbacks 338 5530

•••••••••••••••••••• PERSONALS.

. A NEW VOICE FOR
BLACK LIBERATION!

CINEMA

FOR SALE

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

also by Larry Marks

WRITE : People's Press,
. Subscriptions, Rm . 927,
1525 E. 53rd St., Chicago, lll.

CLASSIFIEDS

MALE or FEMALE

♦

-:

--·-

·-

Gook luck, Clark • you'll need it.

Mondo Crypto Go Home!

•
♦
♦

MINIMUM AGE 21
APPLY
845 W. WASHINGTON
8:00 AM to 4 :30 PM : DAILY
8 :00AM to 11:00AM: SAT.

♦

CALL 421-1314

♦

♦

-an irate Scorpio

Where is Bill Blough?

♦

♦
♦

•

···············••♦:-

AD RATES
$1.00 per 3-lines or 3Sc
per line ~
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Lyric Gets
New
Production

Roger Harold Bader's

NATURE
CORNER

The Gramma Fisher Foundation of
I was recently asked this questions! How do Tracheophytes conserve water ? I replied,
Marshalltown, Iowa, of which Mr. J _ W.
- Fisher is Chairman, has given Lyric Tracheophytes living in dry, warm or hot climates are Xerophytes; they are protected in
Opera new production. Mr. Fisher, the various ways against excessive water loss by evaporation. Fore xample, waxy cuticles over
well-known industrialist-friend of the arts exposed surfaces are greatly thickened. Stomota are often reduced in number and they may
who only recently became the initiator be located mostly on the undersides of leaves, away from direct sunlight. These under
surfaces are thus shaded and cooler. Water vaporization can be held down by reduction of
and guarantor of Lyric Oper~•s project~d
Crypto
touring experiment -- the bnngmg of its the area of exposed parts in proportion to their volume. Thus, plants may posses a few large
Now that summer is upon us, as other
forthcoming "Madama Butterfly" presen- leaves or small needle-shaped leaves. In the extreme case, well exemplified by cacti, leaves
be reduced to thorny spines and the fu_nction of_food manu_facture mav be taken on
things, the great, glorious, intrepid and
tation to Ames, Iowa, on December 7 -- may
largely by thick massive st~ms. Water ston~g Ccipac1ty may be increased through bulky,
seedy Mondo Crypto is going to give to
has lost little time in expanding his
you, beloved but not too supernatural
benefactions to the Chicago Opera Com- succulent leaves. One other possibility that I could think of to overcome the water conproblem would be to adapt secondarily to an aquatic habitat and live as an
reader, his nearly sacred advice about
pany. Carol Fox, Lyric's general manager, servation
hydrophyte.
summer. The vibrations which Mondo
announced today that Mr. Fisher i~ mak·
recieved for this reading of the probable . ing possible a new production for "The (Cont'dfrompage 11)
C.
FINE ARTS AND PERFORMING ARTS
were rather mixed and distorted. M.C. is
Barber of Seville" which is to be presented
A choice of three courses
not quite sure if he got the signs right
during the eleven week, 1969 season,
D.
ENGLISH
May be exempted on a basis of examination
so if your sign doesn't fit, read them all
which begins on September 26 at The
E.
One courses in either MA thematics or Philosophy
and pick one that does.
Opera House. Peter Hall, the noted
· The total shall be approximately
35-36 er. hrs.
Aries (March 21-April 20)
I.
Three courses in Foreign Language shall be required of those students who have
British-born designer, will create stage setnot
had
at
least
two
full
years
of
Foreign
Language
i~
high
school.
_
An Aries, as the name implies, loves
ting and costumes for the Rossin_i work.
a.
Native language competence may be substituted for the above; with approval
sand and sun. Oak .S treet Beach will do,
He has already completed the designs for
of department.
. _
· but you will be much happier studying
2.
Students may take courses in the Basic Program at ~ny time _dunng the underLyric's new "Don Giovanni" production
graduate program except where a given course in the Basic Program functions as a
the reproductive habits of the Iguana in
-- also one of the features of the season
prerequisite for an advanced course.
_
._
the Mohave desert.
to come.
3_
Students shall have the opporiunity to elect the pass-fail grade or the trad1t1onal
letter grade .
_
_ __
_
Taurus (AprH 21-May 21)
This year Chicago opera audiences will
4,
Students may, with the consent of the ind1v1dual departmei:it, subst~tute a mrn:e
This summer has many suprises in store
be seeing a number of new productions
advanced course for the basic course to satisfy the elected requirement in the Basic
for you in your love life, in your financial
which have been designed especially for
' Program.
_
.
d - h I
5.
Requirements for the Teaching Program will be accommodate in t e arge
dealings, and in your health. But whC> is Lyric including "Khovansshchina" number of non-required hours that will be available.
Mondo to spoil a surprise!
(Nicol~ Benois), "The Flying Dutchman"
_
PROPOSALG
Gemini (May 22-June 21)
.
A Multiple-Track Basic Program: .
.
_
~
_
.
'(Wolf Siegfried Wagner), "El-Amor Br?Each of the following subject-area groupings shall design a basic program that 1s deemThis will be the dullest summer of your jo" (Emanuele Luzzati), "Cavallena
ed to be most appropriate for students majoring in those areas.
indergraduate collegiate life so make the
I, NATURAL SCIENCES
Rusticana" (Lorenzo Ghiglia) and "I
2. BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
most of it.
Puritani" (Silvano Falleni). Of the operas
•
a. SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PSYCHOLOGY
Cancer (June 22-July 235 ·
just listed, only the _"I Puritani"_ designer,
3. HUMANITIES
Your summer activity 1s swimming, not
The
Programs shall include a total of approximately 35-36 ~redit hours. Studei:its who
Mr. Falleni, has not been previously anhave
not
decided
upon
a
major
shall
be penmtted a free choice of courses to be sleeted
just the garden variety recreation, but pronounced.
.
from the three tracks until a major has been chosen.
_
fessional swimming. You will enter the
Requirements for the Teaching Programs will be accommodated in the large nurnber
'Miss Fox, in commenting upon Mr.
water on July 18 and never emerge. 42
of non-required hours that will be available.
·_
Fisher's gifts to the opera company, said
PROSOSALH .
years from now you will wash up on the
''Considering that Mr. Fisher is not a resiCredits
beach at Macao and become quite a
dent of our city, we hope that more
English
tourist attraction.
Chicagoans will be inspired by h~s
14- IO I Literature and Writing I & II
3
Leo (July U-Aug. 23)
.
generous actions, and that they, too, will
Fine Arts
·
Your summer should be guile obvious.
I
I
&
13-101
World
Music
and
Art
Movements
3
step forward ~ith signifi_can~. co_nForeign Language
·
You will have your place in the sun but
tributions to Lyne _Opera projects. Miss
French, German, Russian and Spanish Culture
3
it will probably rain. If you let your downMathematics
Fox also revealed today that the new prospout leak you will have soggy sod you
22IO
I
Mathematical
Concepts
3
duction of "The Barber of Seville" will
Matural Science
·
old sot
be directed by Tito Gobbi, who has
55 - l 0 I Biology and Juman Issues
3
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) ·
55- !05 Principles of Scientific Methodology
previously been announced for both the
3
Philosophy
Try as you may you won't be able to.
title role and stage direction of "Don
16-IOI Introduction to World Philosophy
3
If you do, don't be too surprised though
Giovanni." The cast for the Rossini opera,
Physical Education
because accidents do happen.
81IO
I
Fitness
and
Games
previously announced, offe_rs Marilyn
81 102 Eastern and Western Dance
Libra (Sept. 24-0ct. 23)
Horne, Corinne Curry, Ottav10 Garaven8 l-103 Swimming
This is going to be the summer of your
Psychology
ta Sesto Bruscantini, Geraint Evans and
life. You will do all the things you hoped
3 hrs.
2.
Fine Arts
Iv~ Vinco in principal roles, while John
- Oneof2
you could do. Yout activities, however,
Pritchard, newly appointed h$!ad of The
3 hrs.
11-1 0 I Visual Foundations of Art
might be your undoing so keep your shirt
3 hrs.
13 to I Introduction to Music
Glyndebourne Festival,/is to conduct.
3 hrs.
Mathematics
on.
3.
Mr. Fisher, Chairman of the Board of
3 hrs .
22- IO l Mathematical Concepts
Fisher Governor Company, is interested
9 lfrs.
N Atural Science
4.
At least one of the following :
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov: 22)
in a number of cultural, educational,
religious and civic organizations, inSummer for you means water sports. You
3 hrs.
5 1- to I Biology of Cells
3 hrs .
5 I I02 Biology of Organisms
cluding the Metropolitan Opera, which he
will be the first person to drown in your
3
hrs.
51-103
Biology
of
Populations
bathtub while water skiing. When you are _ serves as a board member. His cultural
at least one of the followinµ :
revived you will go on to better things.
concerns extend to the fine arts, and he
3 hrs.
51 1115 Physical Science I
3 hrs .
51 !07 Physical Science II
is a -collector of French Impressionist
3 hrs.
5 I 121 Earth Science l
paintings and modern sculpture. Thr~ugh
4 hrs .
54 2 l I ChelJlistry I
Sagitarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
his commission, sculptors have provided
4 rhrs.
59-213 Physics l
3 hrs.
Philosophy
5.
You have an uncontrollable urge · to go
original works for the grounds of
3 hrs.
I 6 JO I Persuasion & Reason
naked in the world. Don't repress it, as
Marshalltown's Fisher Community
12
13 hrs.
6.
Social Science
the man says, "Let the sunshine in" and
Center, and the Center itself is an ex3 out of 4 of the following :
36 IO I Psyc.hological ;Perspectives of
,,
anything else for · that-· matter. -Remember,--'- pression of ,Mr. ,. Fisher's special interest
4 hrs.
.
Human Experience
in this day and age of sexual similarity,
in architecture.
3 hrs.
41 111 Comparative World Cultures I
nudity is a sure-fire way to tell the boys
3 hrs.
41 113 Comparative World <cultures 11
3 hrs.
41
-211
Comparative
World
Cultures
111
from the girls. Yes'!
·
-

,

a

Mondo

. Pisces (Feb. 20~March 20)
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) ·

You ahould devote yourself to compassion and service this summer. Give of
yourself not- asking to receive is your goal.
If you do not do this you will be condemned to watch Hee Haw 24 hours a
day for one week.

Don't ,le! the little imitations of life
spoil your summer, it may be your last.
Keep your wits about you, they are no
good around anyone else. Branch out but
don't get out on a limb.

111.

If your were bo;n during the fortnight,
- very good.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)

The beautiful summer has begun. Slowly, without fanfare Aquarians of the world
world will begin to congregate in
beautiful, peaceful numbers . These
graceful societies will peacefully and
painlessly assume power on every country
in the world and bring it up into the
daylight. Should be just another summer
for Aquarius.

II.

Thought for the week: Clarence Dar. row was a famous Lawyer, not a movie _
star.

The contest is still on and I'm adding
one prize a week. What is a Joy Valve
Gear and how is it used!

Choice of one of the following :
44 213 Main Currents in American
,
Histoyr
45 H I Comparative Political Systems :
41 212 Comparative World Cultures IV
46 212 Contemporary Economic Society
47 316Urban Ecology
Foreign Language
(Student who has satisfactorily completed
2 yrs of High School Foreign Language or
who passes proficiency exam is excused I
J.
A speech course would be required of
elementary & secondary education
majors.
Lab sciences would be required
2.
of elementary education majors.
l'hyscicaJ ed . required of elementary
3.
& secondary education majors.

_, hrs .
3 hrs.
3 hrs .
3 hrs .
3 hrs.
8 hrs .

2-3 hrs.
2 hrs .
. 3 hrs.

l'rosposal
ENGLISH
. _
3 er. hrs.
A.
May be exempted on the basis of examinallon
NATURALSC IENCES
. .
A.
A choice of two courses from offerings
6 er. hrs.
desicnated by the respective departments.
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
A.
Social Sciences and Psychology
.
I.
A choice of four courses from offerings
desi!rnated by the respective departments . 12 e r. hrs .

(Cont'd to page 12)
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CROSS COUNTRY VARSITY SCHEDULE
Date

Opponent

Place

November 22

North Park ColJege

Gompers Park

Northeastern Invitational

Gompers Park

Aurora College

Aurora, Illinoi s

26
October
4

With lnterco_llegiate Sports over for another year here at Northeastern , Eagle fans can
now look forward to another exci ting year of competition starting this September.
First up, as per usual, come September will be Cross Country. From most every angle, it
looks as though it will be a rebuilding year for the NISC Harriers as they have but a few
~easoned veterans returning. Most of you will remember the team we had last year until a
pl ague of injuries swept half the squad onto the inactive list. As a result, the Eagles could do
no better than 12th in di strict competition.
Expected back are Larry Bernstein, D on Herrmann , and Gene Corey. With these three
plus the expected crop of freshmen, the Eagles should be in competition once again. All set
to welcome the Golden Guys back into the realm of racing are the Vikings of Chicago's
North Park College. The Eagles and the NP crew will sq·uare off in Gompers Park on .
September 22nd. Four days later the Eagles will host the second annual NISC Invitational
with some six to eight schools participating.
The season is expected to carry into the early days of November and if things go as
pl a nn ed, a trip to the Nationals could be in the making for Len Jaraczek and his tea m. On
the whole, the Eagles will be faci ng teams that have come to be kn'o wn by our runners~On
the sc hedul e again we find Trinity C hristian , Aurora College, Illinois Tech, and IIT.
Perhaps the most important meet will be our own invitational when it is hoped that we will
be facing Northern Illinoi s University. The Huskies will be the first major competition that
the Eagles have gone against outside of District Competition.
Then , arou nd the 15th of October, or a bout halfway thru the Cross Country season, Tom
Gu lan will be asse mbling his prospects for Varsity and Freshman Basketball which begins
for keeps on the 2nd of December.
Northeas tern will face Kendall College in the opener at home and then embark'on a 25
game schedule that will take them to Detroit Michigan, and Macomb, Illinois. Newcomers
to the N ISC Cage Schedule are: Kendall Co llege of Evanston , the University of Dubuque,
Willi am Penn College from Iowa, and the University of Wisconsin at Parkside, Wisc .
The Eagles will also face new competition at the McKendrie College Holiday Tournament in Lebannon, Illinoi s over the trimester break.
·
The Eagles should fare well as they have a number of returning lettermen who should,
with a few incoming fre shmen , bolster the squad both on offense as well as on the board s.
Among those returning are Bob Jenkins, Addrell Bla kel y, Chris Stubblefield, Keith
Brown, Joe Rossie , Tom Coticchio, and Chico C zekalski . All but the last three are
Sophs. Rossie is a senior while Coticchio and Czekalski are juniors.
while c'oticchio and Cze kalski a re juniors.
·
· The Eagles have 11 games scheduled for their own court this season and to add to this a
number of our road games will be played in the city so as to afford the student every chance
to atte nd a few games.
Not to be outdone, N orthcas tern will again be represented in the water as well as on land
as the Swim Team under the direction of Mr. _R on Faloona will begin their second year of
competition after a very successfu l initial campaign which found them losing only two duel
meets while winning six. They also finished second in the Chi cago land College Championships behind the Circle Campus, which was one of their six duel wins.
New to the schedule will be North Central's Cardinals from Naperville, Rockford's
Regents, and Wabash College from Wa bash Indiana.
Coach Faloona has sc heduled a total_of five home meets with a possibility that a few
more may still be added.
Following is _a.pomplete schedule for Cross Country and Basketball. The Swimming
Schedule will be~ blished as soon as it becomes finalized .
'

Illinois Tech
·Chicago State

Chicago, Ill. (I IT)

11

Rockford Invitational

Rockford, Illinois

15

TriiJity Christian

Palos Hts . Ill.

18

Rockford College

Rockford , Ill.

25

NAIA District #20 Meet
Western Illinois University

Macomb, Illinois

Illinois Tech
Chicago State
Rockford

Chicago, Illinoi s (I IT)

28

BASKETBALL-VARSITY SCHEDULE
December

2
6
9

II

17c18
19

January

9- I 0
14
17
28
30
31

February

3

10
13

14
17 ·
20
21
25
27

Kendall College
University of Dubuque
Judson College
Illinoi s Tech .
McKendrie Tournament
Roosevelt University

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away

7:45
7:45
7:45
8:00
8:00
7:45

Albert Lea College
Tourney (Minn.)
Chicago Ste.te College
Western Illinois University
St. Procopius Colle~e
Wayne State University (Mich,)
William Penn College (la.)

Away

8:00

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home

7:45
8:00
7:45

Away
Home
Home
Away
Home

8:00
7:45
7:45
8:00
7:4 5

Away
.Away
Home
Home

8:00 EST
8:00 EST
8:00
7:45

Lewi.s College
Roosevelt University
Illinois Tech.
Jud son College
University of Wi sconsin
(Parkside Campu~)
Michigan Lutheran College
Wayne State University
Loras College (la.)
Chicago State College

7:45
7:45

BASKETBALGFROSHSCHEDULE
December

January

fl

13

Judson College
Notre Dam_e U .

Home
Away

5:45
6:00 EST

12
27
28

Loyola U .
DePaul University
Marquette University

Away
Away
Home

7:00
6:00
5:45

5

Loyola University

Home

7:00

9

Marquette University
Judson College

Away
Away .

5:45
6 :00

DePaul University

Home

5:45

9

-1·

February

... ,.,

~):;'

---fi

(Con ti1111edfr~f,aKe I I)

14
17
17

-i~'fi:
H U MANITIES
A.
A c ho ice of four courses fro m the following:
I. l'hilosop hy
3 er. hrs.
2. Lite rature
3 er. hrs.
3. Musi c
4 er. hrs.
4. Art
4 er. hrs.
5. Mathematics
3 er. hrs.

13 14 er. hrs.
34 35 er. hrs.

I.
T-hree courses in Fore ign La nguage shall be required of those stude nts who have
no t had at least two full years of Foreign L nguage in high school. 9 er. "hrs.
a. Native language co mretence may be subst ituted for the above : with ar proval of
de rartment.
2.
Student s may take courses in the Bas ic Program at any time during the unde r
grad ua te program except where a give n course in t he Basic Prog ram functions as a 1
pi-erequisite for a n adva nced course.
3.
Students sha ll have the opportunity to e lect the pass fai l grade o r the traditional
letter grade.
4.
Students may, wi th the consent of the indi vidu al depar tment, subst itute a more
adva nced course for the basic cou rse to sati sfy the elected requirement in the Basic
Procram

5. ' R~quirements for t he Teaching Program will be acco modaled in the large numbe r
of non required hours that wi ll be avai lable .
36- 10 I Psyc ho log ica l Pe rspect ives of Huma n Ex peri ence
3
Social Science
41-111 Introd uc tion to Social Science
3
Tota l: 30 Hours
PROPOSA L I
I. Student declares a major in o ne of three areas: hum anitie s, social sciences or natu ra l
sc iences and math.
'
'
2. In add ition to hi s major a rea , student will take four courses in one of the two rema in•
ing a reas. and two co urses in the third.
3. Which courses the student takes are up to the depa rtment in volved .
4. Foreig n lang uage. Math . a nd Engli s h profic iency will be required and may be sati sfied through e ntrance examinatio ns.
·
5. Stud ents wi th a GPA of B or better may e nroll in a program where they are free from
a ll curri culum requ irement s a nd wi th the adv ice of their majo r department (and approval! may de s ign the ,r ow n program for the first deg ree.
,
6. Eac h student mu st take at least o ne semina r course per trim ester. o r it s eq ui valent
in independ ent study.
7. Student may transfer o ut oft he hig h scholastic trac k.
8. Student s in th e high sc ho lastic track may inco rporate off-ca mpu s wo rk related to
their inte re sts as part of the ir academic program. with the adv ice and counsel of their
major depa rtm ent.

Clyde The Coo-Coo Says:

Keep Up
The
Good
Work,
Bill
Blough!

